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This is version 2 of a document first released on January 28, 2010. The current version 2 corrects
typos and mistakes of version 1. I thank Prof. Tetsuo Tamai, Tokyo University for commenting on
version 1: clarifying issues and identifying mistakes and typos. Change bars designate changes wrt.
version 1.
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The reason why these notes are written is the appearance of [1].
I have taken the liberty of including that paper in this document, cf. Appendix A.
I had the good fortune of visiting Prof. Tetsuo Tamai, Tokyo Univ., 8–Dec.8, 2009.
I read [1] late November.
I then had wished that Tetsuo had given it to me upon my arrival.
I was, obviously ignorant of its publication some five months earlier.
I have now reread [1] (late January 2010).
I mentioned to Tetsuo that I would try my hand on a formalisation.
A description, both by a narrative, and by related formulas.
What you see here, in Chap. 1, is a first attempt1 .

1

Earlier versions of this document will have Chap. 1 being very incomplete.
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Chapter 1

The Tokyo Stock Exchange
This chapter was begun on January 24. It is being released, first time, January 28.

1.1

Introduction

This chapter shall try describe: narrate and formalise some facets of the (now “old”1 ) stock
trading system of the TSE: Tokyo Stock Exchange (especially the ‘matching’ aspects).

1.2

The Problem

The reason that I try tackle a description (albeit of the “old” system) is that Prof. Tetsuo
Tamai published a delightful paper [1, IEEE Computer Journal, June 2009 (vol. 42 no. 6)
pp. 58-65)], Social Impact of Information Systems, in which a rather sad story is unfolded:
a human error key input: an offer for selling stocks, although “ridiculous” in its input data
(“sell 610 thousand stocks, each at one (1) Japanese Yen”, whereas one stock at 610,000 JPY
was meant), and although several immediate — within seconds — attempts to cancel this
“order”, could not be cancelled ! This lead to a loss for the selling broker at around 42 Billion
Yen, at today’s exchange rate, 26 Jan. 2010, 469 million US $s !2 Prof. Tetsuo Tamai’s paper
gives a, to me, chilling account of what I judge as an extremely sloppy and irresponsible design
process by TSE and Fujitsu. It also leaves, I think, a strong impression of arrogance on the
part of TSE. This arrogance, I claim, is still there in the documents listed in Footnote 1.
So the problem is a threefold one of
1

We write “old” since, as of January 4, 2010, that ‘old’ stock trading system has been replaced by the
so-called arrowhead system. We refer to the following documents:
• http://www.tse.or.jp/english/rules/equities/arrowhead/pamphlet.html
• http://www.tse.or.jp/english/rules/equities/arrowhead/pamphlet-e.pdf
• http://www.tse.or.jp/english/rules/equities/arrowhead/pamphlet1e.pdf
• http://www.tse.or.jp/english/rules/equities/arrowhead/pamphlet2e.html
2
So far three years of law court case hearing etc., has, on Dec. 4, 2009, resulted in complainant being awarded 10.7 billion Yen in damages. See http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/e9d89050-e0d7-11de-9f58-00144feab49a.html.
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• Proper Requirements: How does one (in this case a stock exchange) prescribe (to
the software developer) what is required by an appropriate hardware/software system
for, as in this case, stock handling: acceptance of buy bids and sell offers, the possible
withdrawal (or cancellation) of such submitted offers, and their matching (i.e., the actual
trade whereby buy bids are marched in an appropriate, clear and transparent manner).
• Correctness of Implementation: How does one make sure that the software/hardware system meets customers’ expectations.
• Proper Explanation to Lay Users: How does one explain, to the individual and
institutional customers of the stock exchange, those offering stocks for sale of bids for
buying stocks – how does one explain – in a clear and transparent manner the applicable
rules governing stock handling.3

I shall only try contribute, in this document, to a solution to the first of these sub-problems.

1.3
1.3.1

A Domain Description
Market and Limit Offers and Bids

1. A market sell offer or buy bid specifies
(a) the unique identification of the stock,
(b) the number of stocks to be sold or bought, and
(c) the unique name of the seller.
2. A limit sell offer or buy bid specifies the same information as a market sell offer or buy
bid (i.e., Items 1a–1c), and
(d) the price at which the identified stock is to be sold or bought.
3. A trade order is either a (mkMkt marked) market order or (mkLim marked) a limit
order.
4. A trading command is either a sell order or a buy bid.
5. The sell orders are made unique by the mkSell “make” function.
6. The buy orders are made unique by the mkBuy “make” function.
type
√
1 Market = Stock id × Number of Stocks × Name of Customer
1a Stock id
√
1b Number of Stocks = {|n•n:Nat∧n≥1|}
1c Name of Customer
2 Limit = Market × Price
√
2d Price = {|n•n:Nat∧n≥1|}
3
The rules as explained in the Footnote 1 on the previous page listed documents are far from clear and
transparent: they are full of references to fast computers, overlapping processing, etc., etc.: matters with which
these buying and selling customers should not be concerned — so, at least, thinks this author !
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Trade == mkMkt(m:Market) | mkLim(l:Limit)
Trading Command = Sell Order | Buy Bid
Sell Order == mkSell(t:Trade)
Buy Bid == mkBuy(t:Trade)

1.3.2

Order Books

7. We introduce a concept of linear, discrete time.
8. For each stock the stock exchange keeps an order book.
9. An order book for stock sid : SI keeps track of limit buy bids and limit sell offers (for
the identified stock, sid ), as well as the market buy bids and sell offers; that is, for each
price
(d) the number of stocks, designated by unique order number, offered for sale at that
price, that is, limit sell orders, and
(e) the number of stocks, by unique order number, bid for buying at that price, that
is, limit buy bid orders;
(f) if an offer is a market sell offer, then the number of stocks to be sold is recorded,
and if an offer is a market buy bid (also an offer), then the number of stocks to be
bought is recorded,
10. Over time the stock exchange displays a series of full order books.
11. A trade unit is a pair of a unique order number and an amount (a number larger than
0) of stocks.
12. An amount designates a number of one or more stocks.
type
√
7 T, On [ Time, Order number ]
8 All Stocks Order Book = Stock Id →
m Stock Order Book
9 Stock Order Book = (Price →
m Orders) × Market Offers
9 Orders:: so:Sell Orders × bo:Buy Bids
9d
Sell Orders = On →
m Amount
9e
Buy Bids = On →
m Amount
9f Market Offers :: mkSell(n:Nat) × mkBuy(n:Nat)
10 TSE = T →
m All Stocks Order Book
11 TU = On × Amount
12 Amount = {|n•Nat∧n≥1|}

1.3.3

Aggregate Offers

13. We introduce the concepts of aggregate sell and buy orders for a given stock at a given
price (and at a given time).
14. The aggregate sell orders for a given stock at a given price is
February 22, 2010, 00:00, A Financial Services Industry
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(g) the stocks being market sell offered and
(h) the number of stocks being limit offered for sale at that price or lower
15. The aggregate buy bids for a given stock at a given price is
(i) including the stocks being market bid offered and
(j) the number of stocks being limit bid for buying at that price or higher

value
14 aggr sell: All Stocks Order Book × Stock Id × Price → Nat
14 aggr sell(asob,sid,p) ≡
14 let ((sos, ),(mkSell(ns), )) = asob(sid) in
14g
ns +
14h
all sell summation(sos,p) end
15 aggr buy: All Stocks Order Book × Stock Id × Price → Nat
15 aggr buy(asob,sid,p) ≡
15 let (( ,bbs),( ,mkBuy(nb))) = asob(sid) in
15i
nb +
15j
nb + all buy summation(bbs,p) end
all sell summation: Sell Orders × Price → Nat
all sell summation(sos,p) ≡
let ps = {p′|p′:Prices • p′ ∈ dom sos ∧ p′ ≥ p} in accumulate(sos,ps)(0) end
all buy summation: Buy Bids × Price → Nat
all buy summation(bbs,p) ≡
let ps = {p′|p′:Prices • p′ ∈ dom bos ∧ p′ ≤ p} in accumulate(bbs,ps)(0) end
The auxiliary accumulate function is shared between the all sell summation and the all buy summation functions. It sums the amounts of limit stocks in the price range of the
accumulate function argument ps. The auxiliary sum function sums the amounts of limit
stocks — “pealing off” the their unique order numbers.
value
accumulate: (Price →
m Orders) × Price-set → Nat → Nat
accumulate(pos,ps)(n) ≡
case ps of {} → n, {p}∪ ps′ → accumulate(pos,ps′)(n+sum(pos(p)){dom pos(p)}) end
sum: (Sell Orders|Buy Bids) → On-set → Nat
sum(ords)(ns) ≡
case ns of {} → 0, {n}∪ ns′ → ords(n)+sum(ords)(ns′) end
To handle the sub limit sells and sub limit buys indicated by Item 17c on the facing page of
the Itayose “algorithm” we need the corresponding sub sell summation and sub buy summation functions:
value
c Dines Bjørner 2008, Fredsvej 11, DK–2840 Holte, Denmark
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sub sell summation: Stock Order Book × Price → Nat
sub sell summation(((sos, ),(ns, )),p) ≡ ns +
let ps = {p′|p′:Prices • p′ ∈ dom sos ∧ p′ > p} in accumulate(sos,ps)(0) end
sub buy summation: Stock Order Book × Price → Nat
sub buy summation((( ,bbs),( ,nb)),p) ≡ nb +
let ps = {p′|p′:Prices • p′ ∈ dom bos ∧ p′ < p} in accumulate(bbs,ps)(0) end

1.3.4

The TSE Itayose “Algorithm”

16. The TSE practices the so-called Itayose “algorithm” to decide on opening and closing
prices4 . That is, the Itayose “algorithm” determines a single so-called ‘execution’ price,
one that matches sell and buy orders5 :
17. The “matching sell and buy orders” rules:
(a) All market orders must be ‘executed’6 .
(b) All limit orders to sell/buy at prices higher/lower7 than the ‘execution price’8 must
be executed.
(c) The following amount of limit orders to sell or buy at the execution prices must
be executed: the entire amount of either all sell or all buy orders, and at least one
‘trading unit’9 from ‘the opposite side of the order book’10 .

• The 28 January 2010 version had lines
⋆ 17c′∃ name some priced buys, should have been, as now, some priced sells and
⋆ 17c′′∀ name all priced buys, should have been, as now, all priced sells.
• My current understanding of and assumptions about the TSE is
⋆ that each buy bid or sell order concerns a number, n, of one or more of the same
kind of stocks (i.e. sid).
⋆ that each buy bid or sell order when being accepted by the TSE is assigned a
unique order number on, and
⋆ that this is reflected in some Sell Orders or Market Bids entry being augmented.11
4

[1, pp 59, col. 1, lines 4-3 from bottom, cf. Page 59]
[1, pp 59, col. 2, lines 1–3 and Items 1.–3. after yellow, four line ‘insert’, cf. Page 59] These items 1.–3.
are reproduced as “our” Items 17a–17c.
6
To execute an order: ?????
7
Yes, it should be: “higher/lower”
8
Execution price: ?????
9
Trading unit: ?????
10
The opposite side of the order book: ?????
11
The present, 22.2.2010, model “lumps” all market orders. This simplification must be corrected, as for the
Sell Orders and Market Bids, the Market Offers must be modelled as are Orders.
5
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• For current (Monday 22 Feb., 2010) lack of a better abstraction12 , I have structured the
Itayose “Algorithm” as follows:
⋆ (17′ ) either a match can be made based on
⋄ all buys and
⋄ some sells,

⋆ (17′∨ ) or

⋆ (17′′ ) a match can be made based on
⋄ aome buys and
⋄ all sells.
value
17 match: All Stocks Order Book × Stock Id → Price-set
17 match(asob,sid) as ps
17 pre: sid ∈ dom asob
17 post: ∀ p′:Price • p′ ∈ ps ⇒
17′
all buys some sells(p′,ason,sid,ps) ∨
17′∨
∨
17′′
some buys all sells(p′,ason,sid,ps)

• (17′ ) The all buys some sells part of the above disjunction “calculates” as follows:
⋆ The all buys... part includes
⋄ all the market buys
⋄ all the buys properly below the stated price, and
⋄ all the buys at that price.

⋆ The ...some sells part includes

⋄ all the market sells
⋄ all the sells properly below the stated price, and
⋄ some of the buys at that price.
17′ all buys some sells(p′,ason,sid,ps) ≡
17′ ∃ os:On-set •
17a′
all market buys(asob(sid))
17b′
+ all sub limit buys(asob(sid))(p′)
17c′
+ all priced buys(asob(sid))(p′)
17a′ = all market sells(asob(sid))
17b′
+ all sub limit sells(asob(sid))(p′)
′
17c∃
+ some priced sells(asob(sid))(p′)(os)

• (17′′ ) As for the above, only “versed”.
12

One that I am presently contemplating is based on another set of pre/post conditions.
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17′′ some buys all sells(p′,ason,sid,ps) ≡
17′′ ∃ os:On-set •
17a′′
all market buys(asob(sid))
17b′′
+ all sub limit buys(asob(sid))(p′)
17c′′
+ some priced buys(asob(sid))(p′)(os)
′′
17a
= all market sells(asob(sid))
′′
17b
+ all sub limit sells(asob(sid))(p′)
+ all priced sells(asob(sid))(p′) ∨
17c′′∀
The match function calculates a set of prices for each of which a match can be made. The set
may be empty: there is no price which satisfies the match rules (cf. Items 17a–17c below). The
set may be a singleton set: there is a unique price which satisfies match rules Items 17a–17c.
The set may contain more than one price: there is not a unique price which satisfies match
rules Items 17a–17c. The single (′ ) and the double (′′ ) quoted (17a–17c) group of lines, in the
match formulas above, correspond to the Itayose “algorithm”s Item 17c ‘opposite sides of the
order book’ description. The existential quantification of a set of order numbers of lines 17′
and 17′′ correspond to that “algorithms” (still Item 17c) point of at least one ‘trading unit’.
It may be that the post condition predicate is only fullfilled for all trading units – so be it.
value
all market buys: Stock Order Book → Amount
all market buys(( ,( ,mkBuys(nb))),p) ≡ nb
all market sells: Stock Order Book → Amount
all market sells(( ,(mkSells(ns), )),p) ≡ ns
all sub limit buys: Stock Order Book → Price → Amount
all sub limit buys(((,bbs), ))(p) ≡ sub buy summation(bbs,p)
all sub limit sells: Stock Order Book → Price → Amount
all sub limit sells((sos, ))(p) ≡ sub sell summation(sos,p)
all priced buys: Stock Order Book → Price → Amount
all priced buys(( ,bbs), )(p) ≡ sum(bbs(p))
all priced sells: Stock Order Book → Price → Amount
all priced sells((sos, ), )(p) ≡ sum(sos(p))
some priced buys: Stock Order Book → Price → On-set → Amount
some priced buys(( ,bbs), )(p)(os) ≡
let tbs = bbs(p) in if {}6=os∧os⊆dom tbs then sum(tbs)(os) else 0 end end
some priced sells: Stock Order Book → Price → On-set → Amount
some priced sells((sos, ), )(p)(os) ≡
let tss = sos(p) in if {}6=os∧os⊆dom tss then sum(tss)(os) else 0 end end
The formalisation of the Itayise “algorithm”, as well as that “algorithm” [itself], does not
guarantee a match where a match “ought” be possible. The “stumbling block” seems to be
February 22, 2010, 00:00, A Financial Services Industry
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the Itayose “algorithm”s Item 17c. There it says: ‘at least one trading unit’. We suggest that a
match could be made in which some of the stocks of a candidate trading unit be matched with
the remaining stocks also being traded, but now with the stock exchange being the buyer and
with the stock exchange immediately “turning around” and posting those remaining stocks
as a TSE marked trading unit for sale.
18. It seems to me that the Tetsuo Tamai paper does not really handle
(a) the issue of order numbers,
(b) therefore also not the issue of the number of stocks to be sold or bought per order
number.
19. Therefore the Tetsuo Tamai paper does not really handle
(a) the situation where a match “only matches” part of a buy or a sell order.
Much more to come: essentially I have only modelled column 2, rightmost column, Page 59
of [1, Tetsuo Tamai, “TSE”]. Next to be modelled is column 1, leftmost column, Page 60
of [1]. See these same page numbers of the present document !

1.3.5

Match Executions
to come

1.3.6

Order Handling
to come
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Appendix A

Tetsuo Tamai’s Paper
For private, limited circulation only, I take the liberty of enclosing Tetsuo Tamai’s IEEE
Computer Journal paper.
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